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Presentations for Use:
Innovation Teams Introduction
SLedCamp Introduction/Resources

Resources:
Innovator’s Mindset by George Couros
  ○ Keynote
  ○ Problem Finders Podcast
  ○ The Principal of Change Blog

Ewan McIntosh Problem Finders TedX

Additional Innovation Books:
Divergent EDU by Mandy Froehlich
Learner-Centered Innovation by Dr. Katie Martin
Take the LEAP by Elisabeth Bostwick

Flexible Learning Spaces
  ● Flexible Classrooms: Providing the Learning Environment That Kids Need
  ● Hack your classroom: flexible physical learning environments
  ● Why the 21st Century Classroom May Remind You of Starbucks
  ● Flexible Seating Example Video
Rubrics Based on Standards Examples
  ○ Animal Choice Project
  ○ Fossils

Design Thinking
  ● Design Thinking in Education: Empathy, Challenge, Discovery, and Sharing
  ● Launch by John Spencer & A.J. Juliani

Genius Hour
  ● Pure Genius by Don Wettrick

Other Possible Topics:

Social Media Leadership - Social Leadia by Jen Casa-Todd or DigCitKids by Marialice Curran

AR/VR - Learning Transported by Jaime Donally

Gamification - Explore Like a Pirate by Michael Matera or Tisha Richmond’s blog Make Learning Magical

More ideas at Rachelle Dene Poth’s blog.